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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Welcome to another edition of the Steam Whistle
Things have been a little on the quiet front since the rally but work is still progressing with a couple of projects. We
have had a surprise visit to Gisborne from 707 operations and with a little hurried work we had a steady stream of visitors through on our normal Sunday and that was good for the club and most importantly the rain stayed away until the
end of their visit.
The committee has been hard at work getting a few things in place and one of the most important issue is the protection of our younger members in the club and future younger members moving forward. This has taken a lot of work
and is very important for the club and has been approved by the committee and is the child safety document. There are
3 fully bound copies and I encourage all members to make themselves familiar with this important document. A copy is
with the secretary, in the Ractliffe pavilion and the model train shed, please read it is about the protection of our
younger members, who are our future. There is also an out line of the document in this issue of the steam whistle.
The committee have approved and we are running a fundraiser for men's prostate cancer on the 1st of September and I
encourage all members to get involved. all the funds will be donated to the prostate cancer group through the Big Aussie BBQ and the following link to donate on line.
https://bigaussiebarbie2019.everydayhero.com/au/anthony?
The AGM is approaching fast and as you may already be aware there are a number of positions vacant that have to be
filled for the club to move forward into the future. We will have a social gathering post the AGM with lunch supplied so
come along and support your club and be more involved as many hands make light work. There is support for all who
take on rolls on the new committee positions you wont be left out in the cold (yes it is winter but when the AGM is on it
is spring :).
That's all for now stay warm and look forward to seeing you all at the August meeting and the Fundraiser for Prostate
Cancer.
Anthony Davis President
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J C Renshaw Engineers Melbourne.

Thanks to Ian Nothcott for bringing
this matter to our attention and supplying information, last meeting July 7th.

The current issue of The Old Machinery Magazine viz June 2019-July 2019 Issue
No 203 has a very interesting article in the series Lives of the Engineers written by Peter
Evans. In this edition the article features Engineers Goldsmith and Renshaw. If you have a
copy of this TOMM you may or may not have read this article, so I suggest you do. I believe
the magazine is still available on the magazine stands at Newsagents. I know there is a
number of copies available in Kyabram. The club has a copy that members may borrow. I
have not had time to obtain permission from the publisher to reproduce any of the article.
Here is the good bit.
In the compound at Webb Crescent our club has a rare J C Renshaw Portable engine,
a bit rusty and a bit less than complete, never the less it is certainly a piece of Victoria’s engineering heritage around the early 1900’s. There was not very many made. I found a photo
in my files and have reproduced it here. I have enlarged the wheel hub so please compare
it to the one pictured in the article. Ian believes the engine came to GVMS from Hills
Sawmill in Macedon by owner Jack Hill. (no longer there as it was burnt out a number of
years ago, but not in the Ash Wednesday fires.). Ian has also advised that there is a
stamped ID plate at one end. No other history is known at this time.
Quite a rare item in our Club’s possession.
Lindsay Elliott Ed.

The words on the wheel hub are:J C RENSHAW & CO
ENGINEERS MELBOURNE
Check it out next time you are at
the club.

Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
Child safe working document for children in
the Society Membership
VERY IMPORTANT READING
Pages 10– 13
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GISBORNE MINIATURE & MODEL RAILWAYS
With a deep throaty bellow, the “City of Melbourne” chuffed into Gisborne Station on
Sunday 7 July, spillling a trainload of enthusiastic train buffs onto the platform. There,
they joined the large crowds of locals snapping photos of
the mighty loco and its old-fashioned carriages.
Suddenly a loud wail pierced the air, heralding the
arrival of two Gisborne CFA Fire Trucks – to bring water
to top up the steam train’s boiler!
Where can we go now? To the Steam Park of
course and to the famous Market down in the town. Gisbuses were waiting to ferry happy family groups down
Station Street to the Steam Park in Webb Crescent.
Thank you Kelvin and Tony! There, toddlers and 10 -12
year olds alike eagerly explored all that the Miniature
Train and the Model Railways had to offer : a miniature
Push-Pull to master, a remote controlled train to try out,
several small hands-on layouts, and there, running round
a huge model layout, was a splendid tiny reproduction of
the very R-class Steam Train they had just travelled in,
complete with old-fashioned red carriages.
Finally, a ride on the Miniature Train was a must
with Mummy and Daddy or Grandpa and Grandma, before the Gisbus ferried them all
back to the Steam Train for the return trip to Melbourne. A feast of trains indeed!
Our next Run Day for the Miniature & Model Railways will be Sunday 4 August
11am – 3pm at the Steam Park, Webb Crescent, New
Gisborne. Contact 0419 897 721

MEMBERS PLEASE COME AND HELP SET UP
AND CONDUCT THE EVENT
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The Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society want to make a difference. Inspired by the
work of the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia, Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society
have decided to support them with raising money by participating in Big Aussie Barbie
2019. You can help us help by giving whatever you can, using the 'Give Now' button at
https://bigaussiebarbie2019.everydayhero.com/au/anthony.
The more people that know about Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia, the
greater their impact, so please also spread the word by sharing our page with your friends
and family.

The BBQ will be held at the Gisborne Steam Park, Webb Crescent, New
Gisborne from 11am to 3 pm, on Sunday 1 September .
Miniature and model trains for the family will be running on the day as support for Prostate Cancer research.
Thank you in advance for your generosity, it means a lot!

Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia
Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA) is dedicated to reducing the impact
of prostate cancer on Australian men, their partners and families, recognising the diversity
of the Australian community.
We do this by:
• Promoting and funding world leading, innovative research into prostate cancer
• Implementing awareness and advocacy campaigns and education programs for the Australian Community, health professionals and Government
• Supporting men and their families affected by prostate cancer through evidence-based
information and resources, support groups and Prostate Cancer Specialist Nurses.
PCFA relies on the generosity of individuals, the community and partnerships to carry out
our essential work.
Thank you for your support.
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Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. Amateur Radio Division
Hello to all the members from the newly formed Ham Radio division of our club.
Firstly we wish to thank you all for your ongoing support and help in setting our Amateur
Radio station. Firstly I would like to introduce you to our Radio Hobby. Amateur Radio is not
just a single hobby but a blend of Radio and Electronics used in a hundred different ways.
Amateur Radio has a rich history and a boundless future. It’s a social network that has
spanned the world a long time before Facebook was thought of.
You can experiment and
communicate widely
over the spectrum, from
the AM broadcast band,
up to microwave and
Satellite frequencies.
Amateur Band segments are reserved for
an astonishing range of
activities and transmission technologies. Amateur radio is not one topic. It’s the integration of
a hundred topics and skills. Antenna design, mountaintop operation, soldering & construction, software, digital transmission, contests, competitions & meeting new people. The person holds the license, not the radio. The path for acquiring an Amateur Radio license will
take your knowledge and skills in surprising directions. Maybe it’s about the places you
can talk to (without a phone), or taking the hobby with you to exotic locations, or perhaps
it’s about original projects that you quietly build on your own. This is the hobby that has a
little of something for everyone.
There are three license types: Foundation, Standard and Advanced. Each level
gives you a bit more scope. Operator exams are now carried out by the Australian Maritime College (AMC). Various Radio Clubs throughout Australia will assist in educating
members of the public in obtaining their Amateur Radio licence.
At present our Amateur Radio members are meeting often to discuss various options in the way of setting up a clean and secure area at the vintage Machinery society for
all our electronic equipment and antennas. It is envisaged that work will start within the next
few months once a consensus has been reached by the committee. In the meantime, if you
would like to meet people experienced in the hobby, come along to one of our meetings.
Ron Burman and Bob Robinson.
Author, Ron Burman.

As you have read above some of our members are Ham Radio enthusiasts and the Club has
approved them setting up a Radio Group within the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society with
a small radio station within the Ractliffe building, so that they can combine their hobby with
other machinery interests they may have with us.
There have been public references made recently stating that the Macedon Ranges Amateur
Radio Club had joined the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society. This is totally incorrect as
they have declined to be part of the Society and any reference to Macedon Ranges Amateur
Radio Club being connected to GVMS must be avoided.
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The 1910 Agricultural Tractor (Steam Traction Engine) by Peter Lusted
This miniature 4” – 1’ scale traction engine is a replica of a 6 nhp single cylinder
steam of the 1910 engine known as “Winnie” built by William Foster & Co Ltd. The Company was an agricultural machinery company based in Lincoln, Lincolnshire, England
and usually just called "Fosters of Lincoln." The company can be traced back to 1846 as
a scale manufacturing of mill machinery and threshing machinery. The company converted to one of the first globally successful cast iron foundries in 1856, thus becoming
the original Wellington Foundry. During the First World War they built some of the first
tanks for the British Army. The company was acquired in 1960, and subsequently became Amalgamated Power Engineering.
The Foster Agricultural Traction 6 nhp Engine was also built as the more popular
“Showmans”, from about 1910 as 5, 6, 7 & 8 nhp (5 ton, 6 ton, 7 ton, etc).
This miniature took 6 years to build and it’s all most totally complete now, with only
the trinketry left, such as the rear wheel hub caps. The final pressure and function certification was issued in February this year. Todays outing was only the third time in public
and there are still a few things to sort out.
A kit of cast iron casting was purchased and shipped
from England, after the purchase of second-hand plans on
eBay. That was not such a good idea. New boiler design
plans were then needed before the boiler could be started,
local codes for construction are more stringent than those
of Europe and the UK. With plans approved that’s when
things really started. The boiler took up the best part of 18
months to fabricated. Thanks to a BHMSRS member
“David Ashton” who is one of a very few licensed pressure
boiler welder’s the costs were kept well manageable.

Then came the Machining of the castings, and wheel construction, and assembly.

Continued page 7
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1910 Agricultural Tractor (Steam Traction Engine) by Peter Lusted
continued

Then before long,(although it felt like it would never
happen) it landed on its own wheels , and it was given the name “ELSA”, and previously made parts
started to come together

After 6 years of making bits and pieces, it was basically operational. Now as for all
steam miniatures it seems that we play for an hour or two, then tinker/fix for four
hours, they then say that this is the fun part, we’ll see.
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Fathers Day 1st September 2019
10am -3pm
Steam Extravaganza at Gisborne Steam Park
Webb Crescent New Gisborne 3438

Miniature train rides and model railway
BBQ all day
All funds raised by the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society on the day
help with prostate cancer

1973 Leyland Tipper, Engine number 40EAU 459773 Good Off Road Farm Truck . Runs, on
Gas, has leaking rear wheel cylinder seal, Hoist is working,
Located at Compound Steam Park. Price $2000 or near offer. Phone Macka, (Tony Lewellin) 0407 320 409. or any Committee member.
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TRACTOR TREK TRAVELLERS

25th August 2019 - Marong Picnic at the Marong racecourse -. We will be traveling
from Marong to an interesting place with Peter Robinson. Leaving time 9:45. Breakfast
around 8:30am. Tickets required so catch up with Neil please. Park near the horse
stalls. Lunch out somewhere but numbers coming required by 20th August please. Neil
0408033839 **
14th & 15th September 2019 Wedderburn Engine rally – The Wedderburn Engine club
will provide lunch for around $10.00 either out on the Trek or back at the rally. Separate
area for parking our tow vehicles and assembly area inside the rally grounds for us to
leave from. Leaving time 10:00am Saturday 14th. We would need to advise them how
many a few days before for lunch etc please. All enquiries to Neil 0408033839. **
21st & 22nd September 2019 - Deniliquin Collector club annual rally - This is a great
weekend with a Swap, engine & car display. . **
End of September Ballan Trek 2018. - Call Brian Barry On 0422 176 584
21st & 22nd September 2019 – Dunolly event for Central Goldfields Club - Excellent 2
day event with a tractor pull on Sunday, engine, collectables and vehicle display both
days. There is an area set aside for demonstration ploughing at this event. Refreshments available. Camping available. This is a change of date from previous events. Brian Culley 5468 1282
5th October 2019 – Goornong - Leaving from Lindsay Filbey’s farm School Road
Muskerry East on the Goornong Rushworth road. 2 ks on from Fergusons bridge.turn
right and first place on the right at 10:00am with morning tea prior to. Lindsay and Sandra will be suppling morning tea in the shed and not the house. If you require a loading
ramp please let me know by the end of September. Neil 0408033839
13 or 20 October 2019 - Romsey to somewhere - Mac has the track laid out and lunch
stop at your cost. Leaving 33 Ewing Court Romsey at 9:30am. Parking your tow vehicle
near the school and then we drive tractors to Mac’s. Please call Mac to let him know you
are coming at least 3 days prior to. Lunch at a Hotel and bring a couple of dollars to help
with morning and afternoon tea costs please. Ph: Mac 54 29 3161 or 0429 331 110.
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Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
Child safe working document for children
in the Society Membership
Adapted from the Commission for Children and Young People, Scout Association of Australia
and Altona miniature railway.
“Victoria has mandatory minimum child safety standards that apply to organisations working
with children. All organisations working with children are strongly encouraged to ensure they
have child safe strategies in place, even if compulsory child safe standards do not apply to
them.” From commission for children and young people.
There are seven standards for child safe organisations, see child safe organisations tip sheet.

Risk Management and Mitigation
This is an ongoing process:Remember that reducing risk to children is an ongoing process. Your organisation should monitor the strategies in place to reduce and be willing to incorporate the learnings that happen
when things work well or don’t work so well.
Encourage children in the process:We suggest that your organisation involves children and young people in the process of identifying and managing risks. Communicate with them about the measures you are putting in place
to keep them safe.

Workers and volunteers and the reportable conduct scheme
See information sheet 13

Child protection practices at Gisborne vintage machinery society.
“BE TWO DEEP” no member should be left alone with a child. The only exception
is in a case of an unavoidable emergency.”
Two adults present when supervising and conduction of activities involving children, except in
unforeseen circumstances (such as an emergency). A minimum of two adults is always the preferred minimum required – this is known as a “TWO DEEP” procedural requirement. It is encouraged that ALL CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 18 years ONE PARENT PRESENT AT
ALL TIMES DURING CLUB GAZETED ACTIVITIES e.g. working bee’s, meetings, and run
days.
Contact by external parties: - it is the responsibility of all Adults to ensure, as best practicable,
that while engaged in activities, children are protected from unauthorised contact by external parties. There is to be NO UNSUPERVISED (one on one) contact by any adult member of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society and all members are to attain and show a current Working with
Children Certificate (obtained from the Department of Justice Victoria).
Photographs and Videoing:- adults should refrain from taking photographs and videoing children unless they are intended for use by the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society. Written permission must be obtained from the parents of the child before photographs or video are taken.
Continued Page 11
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Social media and electronic communication:- child abuse and grooming, can and does

occur on-line. It is important that Adults do not place themselves in situations where their actions
and communications could be misinterpreted. Adults should always include another adult (or indeed the parent of the child) when communicating with children on-line. This includes all forms
of social media, phones and emails.

Gisborne Vintage machinery society child protection executive summary
Action requirement 1
All adults at Gisborne vintage machinery society are to report child abuse.
All adults are to immediately report any incident concerning child abuse to the appropriate authority as required by the legislation in the state/territory in which the incident occurred and in accordance with the framework not withstanding the wishes of the child or any other person.

Action requirement 2
Respond positively and quickly to the person disclosing abuse and report matters observed by
you to the appropriate authority in accordance with child protection framework.

Action requirement 3
Reports and disclosures should not be internally investigated by Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society. All reports and disclosers should be forwarded as soon as possible to the authority legislated in each state (see attachment A).

Action requirement 4
“BE TWO DEEP” no member should be left alone with a child. The only exception is in a case of
an unavoidable emergency.
Every and all occurrence’s of alleged sexual abuse must be reported to the authorities regardless of whether the state or territory has mandatory reporting requirements.

The major CHILD PROTECTION considerations are:
1/ all members of Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society inc are to report child abuse.
2/ respond positively and quickly to the person disclosing this.
3/ all reports are to be attended to immediately
.
4/ do not internally investigate at the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society (commission for children and young people have advice service in this matter)
5/ never place yourself in the position where your actions could be mis-interpreted (this is your
responsibility as an adult).
Continued Page 12
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CONTINUED From page 11
6/
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society makes every effort that child members are reminded
of their right to feel safe and what they should do if they don’t feel safe.
7/

Ensure you know what to do if someone discloses to you.

8/
Above all else, treat all members with dignity and respect – doing this will have the effect
of protecting our youth members as well as your self.
9/

Your most important consideration is the immediate safety and welfare of the child.

Child Safe – Statement of Commitment
Our commitment to child safety
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. is committed to the
safety and wellbeing of all children. Child safety is an integral focus when implementing policies, procedures and strategies, as it
is our aim to ensure children are safe, happy and empowered
within our club and railway. Furthermore, we provide children
with the same support, encouragement and respect that are
placed on our members and volunteers.
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. strives to create a safe
environment, with zero tolerance for child abuse. All allegations
and safety concerns are treated seriously and consistently with
our robust policies and procedures. Particular attention is paid
to the safety of Aboriginal children, children from culturally and/
or linguistically diverse backgrounds, as well as the safety of
children with a disability.
Each person associated with Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. has a responsibility to ensure child safety and wellbeing is
at the forefront of all work procedures. It is important each person understands his or her individual and collective role towards
these commitments.
Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. has specific policies,
procedures and training in place that support our leadership
team, members and volunteers to achieve these commitments.
If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse, please call
000.
Continued Page 13
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Continued from page 12

Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.:










Take a preventative, proactive and participatory approach to
child safety
Value and empower children
Foster a culture of openness that supports all persons to safely
disclose risks of harm to children
Respect diverse cultures and child-rearing practices whilst ensuring child safety
Provide guidance to all members and volunteers regarding the
appropriate conduct and behaviour towards children
Ensure all members and volunteers are suitable to work with
children and provide high-quality supervision
Ensure children feel safe and can openly discuss their feelings
in a comfortable and encouraging environment
Report all suspected abuse, neglect or mistreatment promptly
to appropriate authorities
Disclose information appropriately and lawfully with other organisations where the safety and wellbeing of children is at
risk

Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.

Child safe working document for children
in the Society Membership
2019 and for review every 2 years from this date by the committee of management
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The Club has purchased copies of this Handbook
for Club Permit holders use and information.
Loose update pages are also provided by your
club. Committee is considering compulsory purchase for CPS holders.This handbook features 12
pages of FAQ’s plus those on the additional pages.This book should answer all of your questions
and you should carry this with your log book and
club membership receipt to verify current membership.
Cost of this Handbook is just $5.00. ($7.00 Posted)
You can order from Lindsay Elliott by email, phone
or mail to club PO Box 99. Gisborne. Vic . 3437 Deposit in Bank with surname and member No. as reference, or enclose Cheque with order.

VERY IMPORTANT READING FOR ALL
CLUB MEMBERS PAGE 10 to PAGE 13

High Quality Group supplies the crushed rock for
use at 71/4 rail and around the grounds. Please
support this supplier for Quarry products
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Committee Meeting, and Club Meeting Dates for 2018-2019
Club Meeting Dates:Sunday 4th August 2019
AGM Sunday 8th September 2019

Committee Dates:August

9th 2019

Raine & Horne

Melton Plant Hire
Thankyou Williamsons
FoodWorks Riddells Creek
Donation of Generator.

2019 Annual General Meeting Proxy Form.
Please be advised that the Annual General meeting of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society will be
held on the Sunday 8th September 2019 at 10:00 AM in the Macedon Ranges & District Motor Club
rooms, at Webb Crescent , New Gisborne. .

Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc.
Form of Appointment of Proxy
I, ______________________________

of ____________________________________

Being an eligible member of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society Inc. appoint
_________________________________ of ___________________________________
Also being an eligible member of the Gisborne Vintage Machinery Society as my proxy to vote on my
behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the Society to be held on Sunday 8/9/2019 and at any adjournment of the 2019 AGM.
This form must be in the possession of the society secretary prior to the commencement of the AGM.
Signature of person making the appointment:-
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Calendar of Events

2019
AUGUST 4

GVMS Club Meeting

AUGUST 9

GVMS Committee meeting

AUGUST 11

COBRAM swap meet

AUGUST 10-11

COLEAMBALLY Machinery Rally

AUGUST 25&26

SPEEWA Heritage Collectors Club Rally

SEPTEMBER 8

GVMS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

SEPTEMBER 7 & 8 WEDDERBURN Twilight Rally, Midland Highway Wedderburn.
SEPTEMBER 16

METCALF Vintage Tractor Pull

SEPTEMBER 21 & 22

CENTRAL GOLDFIELDS Rally Old Dunolly Racecourse

Something to do each month—so lets see lots of articles for this newsletter coming in.
Reports and articles by AUGUST 10 please.
General meetings - always 7 PM last Friday of the month, Except May through August.
Committee meeting– See dates in Calendar of Events
Working Bee Days - First Sunday of the month
Please send me any calendar entries to be added. REPORTS & ARTICLES BY AUGUST 10




Disclaimer: The items published in this newsletter ar e not necessar ily the views of the Gisbor ne Vintage
Machinery Society. Letters and articles published under the name of an author are the views of that author only.

THE GISBORNE VINTAGE
MACHINERY SOCIETY INC.
Reg No A0029842D
CORRESPONDENCE: PO. BOX 99 GISBORNE
VIC. 3437

